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The class of functions that can be uniformly approximated by weighted polyno-
mials of the form w nP with deg P F n, depends on the behavior of the extremaln n
measure associated with w as introduced by Mhaskar and Saff. It is shown that if in
a neighborhood of a point t the extremal measure has a density with a power-type0
singularity at t , then every uniform limit vanishes at t . This complements results0 0
of Totik for continuous positive densities and Kuijlaars for densities that vanish
at t . Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.0
1. INTRODUCTION
Let E be a closed subset of the real line and w a non-negative
continuous function on E. Throughout this paper we assume that C_ E is
regular with respect to the Dirichlet problem. The Generalized Weier-
w xstrass Problem 2 is to characterize the functions on E that are uniform
limits of weighted polynomials w nP as n ª `. Here P is a polynomial ofn n
degree F n. The important feature is that the power of w matches the
degree of the polynomial.
This problem originated with G. G. Lorentz's incomplete polynomials,
w x  . uwhere E s 0, 1 and w x s x . This case was solved independently by
w x w xE. B. Saff and R. S. Varga 11 and M. von Golitschek 3 . The problem for
 .  < < l.the exponential weights w x s exp y x , l ) 1, on the real line was
w xsolved by D. S. Lubinsky and E. B. Saff 7 and this proved to be a major
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step towards the solution of the so-called Freud conjecture for orthogonal
polynomials.
For any non-negative continuous weight w, there exists a closed subset
Z ; E such that a continuous function f on E is the uniform limit of aw
 4`sequence w P , deg P F n, if and only if f vanishes on Z . Thisn n ns1 n w
w xbasic result was first proved in 6 . Thus the Generalized Weierstrass
Problem comes down to characterizing the set Z .w
An important tool in the investigations is the Mhaskar]Saff theory on
logarithmic potentials with an external field. For a given w one considers
the weighted energy of a probability measure m on E:
1
I m [ log dm x dm y . .  .  .HHw < <x y y w x w y .  .
Under rather mild conditions w is positive on a set of positive logarithmic
< <  . < < .capacity and x w x ª 0 as x ª `, x g E, if E is unbounded H. N.
w xMhaskar and E. B. Saff 9 showed that there is a unique probability
 .measure m on E minimizing I m . This measure is called the extremalw w
 .or equilibrium measure associated with w. The support S of m is aw w
compact subset of E and the sup norm of the weighted polynomials w nP ,n
deg P F n, ``lives'' on S in the sense thatn w
5 n 5 5 n 5w P s w P . 1.1 .S En nw
5 5Here ? denotes the sup norm on K. Furthermore, S is the smallestK w
 .compact set satisfying 1.1 .
It is also important that the weight w is connected with its extremal
measure in the following way. There is a constant C ) 0 such that
w x s C exp Umw x , x g S , .  . . w 1.2 .m ww x F C exp U x , x g E, .  . .
where Umw is the logarithmic potential of m :w
1
mwU x s log dm t . .  .H w< <x y t
 .  .We note that for 1.1 and 1.2 it is important that C_ E is regular for the
Dirichlet problem, since otherwise there may be exceptional sets of capac-
w xity zero, cf. 12, p. 4 .
2. RESULTS
 .The relation 1.1 indicates that the Generalized Weierstrass Problem is
w xinteresting on S only. It was conjectured in 10 that Z s E_S , i.e., aw w w
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continuous function f on E is the uniform limit of weighted polynomials
w nP as n ª ` if and only if f vanishes on E_S .n w
w xThe necessity of this condition was proved by V. Totik 12, Theorem 4.1 ,
w x w xsee also 6 . The sufficiency, however, is not true. Totik 12, Example 4.5
w xwas the first to show that there exists a weight w with S s y1, 1 suchw
that 0 g Z . This example is not very explicit. An explicit example wasw
w xgiven by D. S. Lubinsky and V. Totik 8 involving the exponential weights
on R
< < l 1r2w x [ exp yg x , g s p G lr2 r 2G lr2 q 1r2 , .  .  . . .l l l
2.1 .
w xwith l ) 0. The normalizing constant g is chosen such that S s y1, 1 .l wl
The density of the extremal measure is
l uly11
¨ t [ du. 2.2 .  .Hl 2 2’p < <t u y t
w xIt was shown in 8 that
xy`, y1 j 1, ` , if l G 1,.
Z swl  w 4y`, y1 j 0 j 1, ` , if 0 - l - 1. .
Important progress on the Generalized Weierstrass Problem was made
by Totik in case the extremal measure m has a density with respect tow
w x  .  .Lebesgue measure. He proved 12, Theorem 4.2 that if dm t s ¨ t dtw
 .and ¨ t is positive and continuous in a neighborhood of an internal point
t g S , then t f Z , and he raised the problem to clarify the situation0 w 0 w
w xfor singularities and zeros in the density. Subsequently, the author 5
showed that if at some internal point t g S the density ¨ vanishes at a0 w
polynomial rate, that is,
< < b¨ t s L t y t 1 q o 1 t ª t .  .  . .0 0
 .with constants b , L ) 0 plus some additional assumptions , then t g Z .0 w
In this paper we want to settle the case of power-type singularities in the
 .density. This is the case for the exponential weights 2.1 when 0 - l - 1,
 . < < ly1since the density 2.2 behaves like L t near t s 0. As already men-
tioned, Lubinsky and Totik proved that 0 g Z for that range of l. Thiswl
example suggests that power-type singularities prevent approximation, just
as power-type zeros do. This is indeed the case and is the main result of
this paper.
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THEOREM 1. Let w be a continuous weight on E and let t be an internal0
point of S . Suppose the extremal measure m has a density ¨ in a neighbor-w w
hood of t which satisfies0
< < b¨ t s L t y t 1 q o 1 t ª t , 2.3 .  .  .  . .0 0
with constants L ) 0 and b - 0. Then t g Z .0 w
Remark 1. Our proof will also give the following slightly stronger
result. Assume w satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 1. If for some
subsequence of the positive integers n , we have deg P F n and w nk Pk n k nk k
 .ª f as k ª ` uniformly on E, then f 0 s 0.
Remark 2. Suppose the weight w and the point t are as in Theorem 1.0
w xFor d ) 0, let E [ E l t y d , t q d ; S and let w be the restric-d 0 0 w d
tion of w to E . The extremal measure associated with w is equal to thed d
sum of the restriction of m to E and the balayage of the restriction ofw d
w xm to E_ E to E , see 12, Lemma 5.5 . Then it follows that m also hasw d d wd
 .a density in a neighborhood of t satisfying 2.3 with the same constants0
L and b. Thus, by Theorem 1, t g Z . This means that if weighted0 wd
polynomials w nP converge uniformly on some neighborhood of t to an 0
 .function f , then necessarily f t s 0.0
This is in sharp contrast to the case b ) 0, where this does not hold.
Thus a power-type singularity prevents approximation in a very strong
sense.
 .Remark 3. For the exponential weight 2.1 with l s 1, the density
 .  < <. w x2.2 behaves like L log 1r t near t s 0. It is shown in 8 that 0 f Z .w
This example suggests that logarithmic-type singularities in the density do
not prevent approximation. However, this remains an open problem.
We also present the analogous result for end-points of E. Here the
critical exponent is y1r2.
THEOREM 2. Let w be a weight on E and let t g S be such that for0 w
some d ) 0, we ha¨e
w x w xE l t y d , t q d s t , t q d .0 0 0 0
w xSuppose the extremal measure m has a density ¨ on the inter¨ al t , t q dw 0 0
which satisfies
b¨ t s L t y t 1 q o 1 t ª t , 2.4 .  .  .  .  . .0 0
with constants L ) 0 and b - y1r2. Then t g Z .0 w
w x w xA similar result holds if E l t y d , t q d s t y d , t .0 0 0 0
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w xCombining Theorem 1 and 2 with results from 5, 12 , we arrive at a
complete characterization under some extra conditions which were as-
w xsumed in 5 .
w xTHEOREM 3. Assume E s S s a, b is an inter¨ al, m is absolutelyw w
continuous on E, and the density ¨ is positi¨ e and continuous except for a
w xfinite number of zeros and singularities. Let t g a, b and assume0
< < b¨ t s L t y t 1 q o 1 , L ) 0, b ) y1. .  . .0
Then
 .  .a If t g a, b , then t g Z m b / 0.0 0 w
 .b If t s a or t s b, then t g Z m b / y1r2.0 0 0 w
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
In proving Theorem 1 we may assume that t s 0 and y1 - b - 0. We0
 .write l [ b q 1. The first step is to show that w x behaves like
 < < l.exp y x near x s 0. First we need a simple lemma.
LEMMA 4. For 0 - l - 1, the integral
` 1 y s
ly1I l [ log s ds 3.1 .  .H sy`
 .con¨erges absolutely and I l ) 0.
Proof. The absolute convergence is clear. Put for x g R,
` x y s
ly1F x [ log s ds. . H sy`
The derivative is
` `1
ly1 ly1 ly1X y1F x s PV s ds s t x y t y x q t dt , .  .H Hx y sy` 0
where PV denotes the principal value. The derivative is positive for x ) 0,
< < < <  .  .since x y t - x q t whenever x, t ) 0. It follows that I l s F 1 )
 .F 0 s 0.
 .It is possible to evaluate I l in terms of the digamma function, but we
do not need this explicit expression.
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 .LEMMA 5. Let w, t , ¨ , and b g 0, 1 be as in Theorem 1 and suppose0
t s 0 and l [ b q 1. Then there is a constant B ) 0 such that0
l lw x s w 0 exp yB x q o x x ª 0 . 3.2 .  .  .  . . /
 .Proof. Because of 1.2 we have for x g S ,w
x y t
m mw wlog w x y log w 0 s U x y U 0 s y log dm t . .  .  .  .  .H wtE
 .  .Using 2.3 we can find d ) 0 such that the density ¨ exists on yd , d
and satisfies
b¨ t - 2 L t , t g yd , d . 3.3 .  .  .
Then for x g S ,w
x y td
log w x y log w 0 s y log ¨ t dt .  .  .H tyd
s y t
y log dm t . .H wt .E _ yd , d
The second integral is a harmonic function at x s 0 and is therefore
 < <.O x as x ª 0. To estimate the first integral we put t s xs to get
 .assuming x ) 0
x y t 1 y sd drx
y log ¨ t dt s y log ¨ xs x ds .  .H Ht syd ydrx
1 y sdrx 1yl ly1ls yx log x s ¨ xs s ds. . .H sydrx
 < <.1yl  .   ..For every s g R, we have x s ¨ xs ª L as x ª 0 because of 2.3 .
 .Furthermore, by 3.3 the integrands are dominated by the integrable
function
1 y s
ly1< <2 L log s , s g R.
s
Therefore, by Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem,
1 y sdrx 1yl ly1lim log x s ¨ xs s ds s LI l , .  . .H sxª0 ydrx
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 .  .where I l is given by 3.1 . Thus we have proved that
llog w x y log w 0 s y x LI l q o 1 q o x .  .  .  .  . .
x ª 0, x ) 0 . .
In the same way one proves that this also holds for x ª 0, x - 0.
 .Since I l ) 0 by Lemma 3, the lemma follows.
 .  < < l.Knowing that w x behaves like exp y x near x s 0, we can essen-
w x  < < l.tially follow the proof of Lubinsky and Totik 8 for the case exp y x .
We need one more lemma.
LEMMA 6. Let A, B be positi¨ e constants, let 0 - l - 1 and d ) 0.
Suppose for e¨ery n, we ha¨e a polynomial P of degree F n such thatn
l w xP x F A exp nB x , on yd , d . 3.4 .  . .n
 .  y1rl .  4If Q z [ P n z , then Q is a normal family in the complex plane.n n n
 .  < < l.  . w xProof. For w x [ exp yg x as in 2.1 , we have S s y1, 1 .l l wl
Then it follows that
y1rl y1rl
BrgS s y Brg , Brg . .  .lw l ll
 .y1rlReplacing B by a larger B, if necessary, we may assume that Brgl
 .F d . Then it follows from 1.1 that the sup norm of the weighted
 < < l.  . w x  .polynomials exp ynB x P x is attained on yd , d . Thus from 3.4 ,n
l< <P x F A exp nB x , x g R. .  .n
<  . <  < < l.Then Q x F A exp B x on R for every n. Now it follows from workn
w x  wof Akhiezer 1 on the Bernstein approximation problem see also 4, Chap.
x.VI that
Q z F C exp D z , z g C, .  .n
 4where the constants C and D depend only on A, B, and l. Thus Q isn
normal in the complex plane.
After these preparations, we can prove Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 1. We may assume t s 0 and multiplying w by a0
 .  .constant we may assume w 0 s 1. From Lemma 4 we know that w x s
 < < l  ..  .  < < l.exp yB x q R x with B ) 0, l s b q 1, and R x s o x as x ª 0.
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Suppose Theorem 1 is not true, so that 0 f Z . Since Z is closed, therew w
 . w xis d ) 0 such that Z l y2d , 2d s B. We take d so small that yd , dw
<  . <  . < < l w x; E and R x F Br2 x on yd , d , so that
< < l w xw x F exp y Br2 x on yd , d . 3.5 .  .  . .
w xThe continuous function f which is 1 on yd , d , vanishes outside
 .  .  .y2d , 2d and is linear on y2d , yd and d , 2d then vanishes on Z .w
Thus there exist polynomials P , deg P F n, such that w nP ª f uni-n n n
formly on E. In particular
n w xw P ª 1 uniformly on yd , d . 3.6 .n
 .  y1rl .Then the polynomials Q x [ P n x satisfyn n
l y1rlexp yB x q R n x Q x y 1 ª 0. .  . 1r l 1r l . n w xyd n , d n
 y1rl .For every fixed x g R, we have R n x ª 0 as n ª ` and it follows
that
lexp yB x Q x ª 1 pointwise on R. . . n
 . < n <From 3.6 it also follows that for n sufficiently large, w P F 2 onn
w x  .yd , d . Then 3.5 gives
l w xP x F 2 exp n Br2 x on yd , d , n large. .  . .n
 4By Lemma 5, the polynomials Q form a normal family in the complexn
plane. Therefore there is a subsequence converging locally uniformly to an
 < < l.entire function. This function has to be equal to exp B x on the real axis
 < < l.in view of the pointwise convergence on R. But exp B x is not the
restriction of an entire function at all.
This contradiction concludes the proof of the theorem.
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2
The proof of Theorem 2 is based on a transformation that reduces it to
w xTheorem 1. This transformation was also used in 5 .
Proof of Theorem 2. Without loss of generality we assume that t s 00
w xand that the density ¨ is strictly positive on 0, d .
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w xFirst we consider the special case that E s 0, d . Then we have E s Sw
 .and by 1.2 , for some constant C ) 0,
1d
w x s C exp log ¨ t dt . 4.1 .  .  .H /x y t0
We introduce a symmetric weight
1r22 1r2 1r2Ä w xw x [ w x , x g E [ yd , d . .  .Ä
 .Using 4.1 one can show easily that
1 1
2 Älog w x s log C q log t ¨ t dt , x g E. .  .Ä H2 x y tÄE
ÄHence S s E andwÄ
2 Ädm t s t ¨ t dt , t g E. .  .wÄ
 . < <1q2 bThen it follows from 2.4 that the density of dm behaves like L twÄ
near t s 0. Since 1 q 2b - 0 we have by Theorem 1 that 0 g Z . Now ifwÄ
w nP ª f uniformly on E with deg P F n, then the weighted polynomialsn n
2 n 2 2 Ä .  .  .w x P x tend to f x uniformly for x g E. Since 0 g Z it followsÄ n wÄ
 .that f 0 s 0, cf. also Remark 1, and therefore 0 g Z . This proves thew
w xtheorem in the case that E s 0, d .
w xTo treat the general case, we denote by w the restriction of w to 0, d .0
w x wThe extremal measure m is equal to the balayage of m to 0, d , see 12,w w0
x w xLemma 5.5 . Thus m has a density ¨ on 0, d which still satisfiesw 00
 . b  .. ¨ t s Lt 1 q o 1 with the same L and b. Indeed, if m denotes the0 1
w xrestriction of m to S _ 0, d then the density ¨ has the explicit expres-w w 0
sion
2’1 s y d s
w x¨ t s ¨ t q dm s , t g 0, d . .  .  .H0 12’ t y sp d t y t
Since m has no mass in a neighborhood of 0, the second term on the right1
 y1r2 . .is O t as t ª 0. Now it follows from the special case that 0 g Z .w 0
This clearly implies 0 g Z .w
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